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Biological sequence datasets are increasing at a prodigious rate. The volume of data in these datasets surpasses what is observed in many other fields of science. New developments wherein metagenomic DNA from complex bacterial communities is recovered and sequenced are producing a new kind of data known as metagenomic data, which is comprised of DNA fragments from many genomes. Developing a utility to analyze such metagenomic data and predict the sample class from which it originated has many possible implications for ecological and medical applications.

Within this document is a description of a series of analytical techniques used to process metagenomic data in such a way that it is transformed from the raw sequence information into a reusable data structure that can be processed by feature selection techniques and machine learning algorithms. Analysis and transformation of the data from the raw sequences to a reusable structure is done using $k$ length substrings of DNA, known as $k$-mers, and storing the count of these observed strings in a Numeric Summarization Vector (NSV).

The technique described herein is offered as a proof of concept for research into analyzing metagenomic data without identifying individual organisms contained within the sample. It is tested using leave-one-out and Monte Carlo cross-validation, while varying numerous parameters and verifying the results by using a large pool of independent experiments initiated with the same starting parameters. The pipeline is validated against multiple data sets using two- and three-class problems. Results are presented showing the accuracy as a function of multiple parameters that can be selected by a user of the pipeline. This work shows that there may be a way to process metagenomic data in near real time to analyze and predict the environmental class of a sample with reasonable accuracy. Consider the difficulty in distinguishing the difference between a healthy and diseased gut microbiome, this approach can classify sample data as belonging to one of those states.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

DNA sequencing technology is continually increasing in throughput and availability while simultaneously decreasing in cost. Sequencing is being realized as an essential tool for the research community to study complex environmental and biological problems [1]. Samples containing DNA fragments from many organisms in an ecosystem are known as metagenomic DNA samples. Scientists can rapidly generate genomic data from whole microbial communities. Microbial community analysis is increasingly seen as an additional resource to evaluate a larger system’s ecological structures in study systems such as the Human Microbiome Project [2] and the Earth Microbiome Project [3]. Researchers are intently working to assemble comprehensive views of the organisms present in an environment and their corresponding genomic sequences and genomes using rigorous systematic methods.

Predictions of microbial community composition from virtually and environmental sample can be produced by sequence analysis of metagenomic DNA samples. Community models can be developed by using the frequency-of-fragments (FOF) associated with specific organisms as identified by programs such as BLAST [4]. Frequency-of-fragment methods laboriously compare each sequence in a sample to every known organism in a database looking for the best matches between a sample fragment and a known reference genome. Now FOF techniques are the primary method used to build models of microbial communities, but they are currently not used to predict what
type of environmental source produced a given sample. Metagenomic FOF models have been used to study changes in the gut microbiome because of a change of diet [5]. Such results demonstrate that a change in the FOF in a microbiome can be used to clearly demonstrate a shift in the microbial community. Applying soft computing methods and techniques, which are different from traditional computing methods as they allow for inexact or probabilistic solutions, may allow microbial biologists to access portions of the underlying information in their datasets without having to spend as many processing cycles to generate conclusions.

Historically, limitations of computer hardware and software have made applying computer science techniques to analyze biological data sets intractable. Advances in computer physical resources, along with the ability to combine multiple machines into larger groups, allows for rapid analysis of large data sets by distributing the problem through multiple computers or clusters. Machine learning, an artificial intelligence data analysis method, utilizes algorithms that iteratively learn from data. Applications of machine learning are widespread and diverse, including more enigmatic studies such as identifying artistic influences in paintings [6]. By employing machine learning, we now have the necessary elements to begin to study genomic sequences in a much richer way [7].

Bioinformatic research has identified sliding window $k$-mers, also known as $l$-, $p$-, and $n$-mers, as a useful abstraction for fragments of a genomic sequence to identify the source organism [8] [9] [10]. Existing research publications sharing results from the scientific community reveal that machine learning techniques can successfully classify individual species using metagenomic sequence fragments using $k$-mer frequency profiles [11]. Such an approach is not designed to answer questions about the kind of environment that produced the metagenomic sample. A different approach is needed to use $k$-mers in a way that would allow for the classification of a metagenomic sample
back to the kind, or class, of environment that generated the sample.

Both the concept of Numeric Summarization Vectors (NSV)s and k-mers are key components used in this research. A somewhat more technical description of how k-mers and NSVs are related is provided here to facilitate the understanding of the computational complexity dealing with these sequences and vectors at a large scale. K-mers are substrings of a genomic sequence, where k is replaced with an integer number. The number of possible mers is directly related to the choice of k. DNA has four bases and the possible number of mers is $4^k$ for any integer $k$. As $k$ increases in size, the possibility that any given mer will be randomly present in a sample dramatically decreases. As $k$ increases, the number of cells that must be allocated in an array to store mer frequency increases exponentially. This is because there is one unique cell in the NSV for each possible mer. The total number of cells or indices in the NSV is the same as $4^K$ for all choices of $k$ for the $k$-mer size used to process the metagenomic sample. The mers are stored in the numeric summarization vector (NSV) array of length $4^K$ using an approach similar to the one pioneered in the R package QuasiAlign [12].

1.0.1 Case Studies & Datasets

In the current work, varying the choice of $k$ in k-mers is explored as a key factor in classification accuracy of metagenomic samples back to the environmental class where the sample was taken. By using multiple feature selection techniques and machine learning algorithms, the change in accuracy is studied in more ways than varying the choice of $k$ alone. The results presented in this document show that varying the number of dimensions used while holding $k$ constant also has an impact on accuracy.

*Sorghum halepense* (Johnson Grass) is a plant species native to the Mediterranean area, but can now be found as an invasive plant on all continents of the planet
except Antarctica. Johnson Grass can reproduce via both seeds and rhizomes (a subterranean stem capable of producing new roots and stems). Like many invasive species, it uses a combination of methods to overtake an area from native plant species. There is an active research community studying the microbiome of Johnson Grass to understand how the microbial community in and around the rhizosphere assists Johnson Grass in invading a new area [13]. The following research proposes that machine learning and pattern recognition techniques can analyze $k$-mers from an environmental sample to predict the class of the research site used to produce the sample. The Holben Microbial Ecology Laboratory at the University of Montana-Missoula extracted and sequenced metagenomic DNA from three classes of samples (non-invaded, partially invaded, and fully invaded) obtained from a Johnson Grass invasion study site in Texas. This data set was generously provided by the Holben Microbial Ecology Laboratory for use as one of the data sets for this research. Another dataset used in this research project is a collection of sequences from the Human Gut samples from the Short Read Archive (SRA) operated by the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) [14] [15]. This dataset is smaller and discussed in greater depth in the Datasets section in Chapter Three.

1.1 Goal

The aim of this thesis is to demonstrate the viability of a new technique using a clear data processing pipeline to rapidly analyze metagenomic DNA samples. The specific goal will be to predict the type of environment that generated a metagenomic sample. This is different from other approaches. Many metagenomic analysis techniques rely on identifying the taxa in the sample and then making comparisons between samples based on the relative difference in taxon abundance. Such approaches are limited in
part by the low number of species that have had their genomes fully sequenced and
put into public databases. Consequently, another shortfall of this approach is that it
may leave out a large fraction of the sequence fragments as they don’t match known
taxa in databases. As such, attempting to predict the environmental class of a given
sample using all available sequence data without identifying taxa should allow for
faster sample analysis using less computational resources.

A critical component of this research relied on the new idea that a Numeric Summa-
rization Vector (NSV), which represents a histogram of $k$-mers from a metagenomic
Fast Adaptive Shrinkage Thresholding Algorithm (FASTA) file may abstract the un-
derlying DNA while providing a useful representation of the data for prediction. In
constructing the pipeline, the choice of $k$ is up to the user and can be changed easily
to allow for different types of analysis. Once the NSV has been generated, many
different machine learning algorithms can be applied to the dataset for classification
and study. In many cases, prior to sending the data to the classifier, the NSV will
go through a feature selection algorithm to reduce the number of dimensions of the
dataset and make classification quicker via reduction of data. By limiting the number
of features sent for classification, noise is reduced as well because each feature sent in
the final data contains more information about the class of the NSV than what would
otherwise exist if the entire dataset had been passed through the process. This step
of feature selection is critical when the number of dimensions becomes large, which
quickly happens by increasing the size of $k$. Examples of applying machine learning
algorithms to the NSV datasets are detailed along with reports of accuracy and a
discussion of why some techniques were more successful than others on this type of
dataset.
1.2 Benefits

Before this research, techniques to compare metagenomic DNA samples required extensive computational analysis to identify specific members of the bacterial communities to indicate whether a given sample came from a similar environment or class as another sample. The current approach represents a less computationally intensive and faster way to process the same data, allowing for near real time continuous monitoring of ecosystems at a metagenomic level. Machine learning techniques, a subset of artificial intelligence approaches, can make accurate interpretations of data sets. A review of available literature indicates that up to this point in time, there has not been any research that uses machine learning classifiers to classify a metagenomic sample to an environment strictly using $k$-mer analysis. Research that is informed by these techniques might have significant applications for the scientific and medical communities such as investigation of ecosystem health and expansion of our understanding of how microbiomes interact with the host environment, or patient diagnosis via fecal sample, oral or skin swab. These are just a few of the possible benefits of a rapid metagenomic sequence classification technique.
1.3 Thesis Organization

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows:

- **Chapter 2** Literature review and overview of the processing pipeline
- **Chapter 3** Overview of datasets and computational methods
- **Chapter 4** Presentation of the results
- **Chapter 5** Discussion and conclusion from results, and future directions for the research
CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW

Bioinformatics is the intersection of computer science and biology where insights, techniques, and skills from both disciplines are unified to continue researching current topics in biology using computer science knowledge. High throughput Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) machines produce vast quantities of genomic data [16]. The appeal of studying bacterial communities to provide new insights is easy to understand. For instance, researchers have already started exploring the metagenomic community that exists in wines [17]. The data generated by this new era of bioinformatics has outstripped computational ability to analyze and produce metagenomic data sets, thus leaving researchers with a wealth of valuable, yet, unwieldy information. The scientific community recognizes that the historical methods applied in bioinformatics research must be altered to continue to study metagenomics and keep pace with data creation [18]. Even as the scientific community endeavors to make sense of the results from recent advances, new generations of sequencing technologies are being developed that will make DNA sequencing even more accessible, such as the Oxford Nanopore platform, which will allow sequencing to be done on commodity hardware [19].

Up to this point, the focus in processing DNA sequence information has been to take data from new samples and search against sequences stored in databases to find best matches [4] [20]. Other bioinformatic utilities such as ABySS [21] or MetAMOS [22] seek to assemble DNA sequence fragments from a pure genome or from metagenomic
DNA samples.

Most microbial species are difficult or impossible to culture in a laboratory setting [23]. Approaches have been developed with the aim of assembling the genome sequence of microbes present in a metagenomic sample [24] [25]. Reconstruction of whole genomes from metagenomic samples poses a considerable challenge when acknowledging that more than one strain of a species could be present, multiple identical copies of the same horizontally transferred gene could be present in the sample from different sources, and that the depth of sequencing coverage may not yield enough fragments for full reassembly [26] [27]. Horizontally transferred genes are of interest because they increase functional capability of an environment and allow for multiple species to benefit from one gene without having to independently evolve the gene [28]. Additionally, there may be species of low frequency in the environment and may be difficult to observe as the low frequency species will represent a very small fraction of the resulting sequence data [29]. Finding other ways to interact with metagenomic data, such as classifying the environment that produced the sample, remains an elusive goal of the research community.

### 2.1 Search Alignment Based Sequence Analysis

Many methods are available for researchers trying to understand metagenomic data. As high throughput NGS technologies make genomic data more accessible for the research community, we are beginning to see a great diversity in efforts to make sense of the data that has been generated. A large section of metagenomic research to date focuses on techniques for evaluating substrings of DNA and matching each substring to a reference sequence thus selecting the most likely organism from which the substring of DNA came.
Clustering 16S ribosomal RNA gene sequence data has been extensively used to identify specific organisms from a metagenomic sample [30]. However, producing 16S sequences requires additional laboratory work that whole genome shotgun (WGS) metagenomic sequence analysis can forgo by utilizing fragments from the entire genome rather than being strictly focused on the 16S rRNA gene [16]. Also, not all 16S sequences will be amplified by any given set of so-called universal primers, and thus there may be some taxa present in a metagenomic sample that fail to be represented in the final analysis [31] [32]. Some of the extra steps required to run 16S metagenomic analysis include amplification and purification of 16S rRNA gene sequences via polymerase chain reaction (PCR) prior to DNA sequence analysis. Another concerning feature is the well documented, and understood, issue that microbiomes aren’t identical across individual host organisms; even genetically identical mice show great divergence in gut microbiomes simply as a function of being housed in separate containers [33].

Transforming raw metagenomic DNA sequences into something of greater value has typically been done through sequence composition and similarity analyses. Such techniques require that each individual sequence fragment be compared to all other sequences in a reference database. This kind of work requires a huge number of comparisons simply as the product of unknown sequences to test sequences. This entirely ignores the issue of the substring comparisons that also takes place in these operations. Providing researchers access to public online resources for genomic sequence evaluation has become the standard practice as seen in such utilities as: MEGAN, GreenGenes, RDB, HMMER, and BLAST [4] [34] [35] [36] [37]. However, this doesn’t avoid the fact that a large amount of computational resources is required to perform the analyses. Even though large amounts of research have been dedicated to the development and implementation of more efficient algorithms, typically such analyses
still cannot be done on a personal computer and require access to specifically designed research machines or clusters. Thus, these computationally intensive approaches have offloaded the maintenance and cost of the infrastructure components from individual researchers to these agency-supported online resources [38] [39].

2.2 Search Alignment free Sequence Analysis

Next Generation Sequencing technologies are producing vast quantities of genomic data. Unlike the older dideoxy-based sequencing methods, e.g. the Sanger method, NGS fragments are much shorter and more error-prone. Earlier methods for analyzing genomic sequence data are generally challenged by the smaller fragment sizes and error-rich data produced from NGS machines. Alignment-based approaches do not use location information for a sequence within the genome. Sequence location is irrelevant to the problem of substring alignment; the possibility of conserved regions shifting in the genome due to recombination or interactions over large distances in the genome is ignored when looking for substring matches.

Alignment-free sequencing processing techniques have arisen as a method to evaluate genomic data when re-assembly of the fragments is unfeasible or impossible [40]. Phylogeny analysis using alignment-free methods like feature frequency profile (FFP) has arisen using $k$-mers and algorithms originally developed for text comparison [41]. Initial research for FFP used a range of $k$-mer sizes, $11 \leq k \leq 20$. Subsequent work using FFP for mammal phylogeny identified optimal $k$-mer sizes range between $16 \leq k \leq 21$ with the optimal case $k = 18$ [42]. Work on bacterial phylogeny use a larger $k$-mer where $k = 24$ after experimenting with longer and shorter mer sizes [43].

Alignment-free sequence processing techniques have arisen as a method to evaluate genomic data when re-assembly of the fragments is unfeasible or impossible [40]. Phy-
logenetic analysis using alignment-free methods like feature frequency profile (FFP) using $k$-mers and algorithms originally developed for text comparison have arisen [41]. Initial research for FFP used a range of $k$-mer sizes, $11 \leq k \leq 20$. Subsequent work using FFP in mammal phylogeny studies identified optimal $k$-mer sizes range between $16 \leq k \leq 21$, with the optimal case being $k = 18$ [42]. Work on bacterial phylogenies often use a larger $k$-mer, e.g. $k = 24$, after experimenting with longer and shorter mer sizes [43].

2.3 Machine Learning

Machine learning is a subcategory of artificial intelligence. The study of machine learning is an interdisciplinary field with deep ties to the subjects of mathematics and computer science. Attempting to clearly define the difference between machine learning, statistical learning theory, and data mining is extremely difficult. Machine learning algorithms that rely upon statistical models and have a stochastic nature are known as soft computational techniques [44]. One of many driving reasons that the field of machine learning continues to grow is the need for knowledge discovery in databases (KDD), but this may be less of a factor than the constantly growing drive for understanding and utilizing real-world data. The need for this form of knowledge discovery in an automated way is in large part due to the increased availability of classifiable datasets. The established definition of KDD states that KDD is the nontrivial process of identifying valid, novel, potentially useful, and ultimately understandable patterns in data [45]. Data-Mining is an essential component of KDD and is the part that relies on existing methods developed from statistics and machine learning to extract useful features from the databases.

Extracting knowledge from data can only truly be done through statistical calcula-
tions. No other mechanism of knowledge acquisition from data will result in a specific uncertainty metric when the generation of patterns from the data is applied to a population, thus allowing the researcher to understand the likelihood of the correctness of the hypothesized model [46]. Datasets that have more dimensions than records are said to be high-dimensional datasets. Selecting a set of features or dimensions from the data is one of the steps in the KDD process. Isolating features that help distinguish patterns in high-dimensional data is a challenging process as feature stability, selecting a feature many times in cross-validation experiments, may be lacking due to the high number of features in the data and a low number of total records [47] [48]. Feature selection is an iterative approach and the distillation of features can be a computationally difficult problem requiring large amounts of CPU time. This is especially true in cases of high-dimensional data where only a limited number of feature selection algorithms are available to analyze such datasets [49].

Processing the metagenomic samples into NSVs using k-mer frequencies falls into the category of high-dimensional data [50]. Even with choices as small as $k = 5$ the number of dimensions exceeds one thousand, as shown in Table 3.1. To reduce the amount of total computation required, other researchers have made use of feature selection techniques when dealing with similar open research topics [51]. It is important to recognize that feature selection is not altering the fundamental data; it provides a way to reduce the number of dimensions in the data set sent to the classification algorithm. There are many known ways to perform an analysis of features on metagenomic data including forward sequential, Student’s t-test, chi-squared, and Fizzy. Feature analysis by selection criteria allows for the reduction of dimensions and thus a reduction in processing load. They all represent different approaches to reducing the number of dimensions so that the data processing can be done faster and more accurately [52] [53].
The field of statistical learning theory has a clear set of definitions and equations that must be met in order for the application of a machine learning algorithm to generate meaningful results. Questions that can be solved by statistical learning theory frameworks must have the following form: records must be consistent, records must converge over time, the problem must be generalizable, and the data must be structured in a format in such a way that a machine learning algorithm can be constructed to process the data [54]. Consistency means that the data isn’t completely random and that selecting or removing features in the data may reduce noise. Convergence can be thought of as settling of the ability of the classifier to maximally distinguish classes per the capacity of the algorithm and dataset. Generalization requires the data be in such a form that when separated into a set of testing and training records, that if the training set is the smallest possible sample size, then the features learned from the training data can accurately classify the test data with maximal accuracy. To construct a learning algorithm for a dataset requires an algorithm that can learn to create a separation hyperplane that will maximize accuracy when exposed to the training set and used to classify the test records. Note that the data and classification algorithms are fundamentally linked together such that the algorithm can learn from features of the data to make meaningful predictions [55] [56].

Machine learning algorithms have received a large amount of support and study in part due to the benefits they offer private and public research interests. Large projects exist and are dedicated to developing general purpose libraries and toolkits for machine learning are longstanding under active development for a number of languages, platforms, and use cases [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62]. The study of biology, specifically the subfields of molecular and cellular biology, are some of the principal producers of large data sets. The application of computer science principles to the field of biology is known as bioinformatics. The development of machine learning tools
that can scale to the datasets produced in bioinformatics is the subject of ongoing research and discussion [63] [64]. Examples of some specific predictive algorithms that have been employed to study evolutionary ecology and metagenomics include neural networks and naïve Bayesian classifiers [65] [66] [52]. One of the largest challenges in the field of bioinformatics is the need for a mechanism to transform the raw data into a format that can be classified by a machine learning algorithm in an accurate way.
CHAPTER 3 METHODS

The process established with these methods directly follows the entire KDD process to evaluate the metagenomic data samples [46]. From the entire set of raw data, a selection and division of fragments is drawn without replacement and the new files are isolated into testing and training samples. These samples are processed from nucleic acid sequences into NSVs to extract the environmental information from the data into a numeric form. The numeric data is then filtered using feature selection methods to extract patterns from the data. The data is then ready for analysis by any of a number of machine learning algorithms to quantify the amount of knowledge extracted by an iteration of experiments.
3.1 Methods Syntax & Conventions

Some of the special syntax conventions used in this document are as follows.

- **Scientific Names**  Genus names are capitalized and italicized, species names are italicized.

- **Scripts**  - bold and Courier font.

- **Variables**  - italicized

- **Functions**  - bold

- **System Commands**  - italicized and underlined
3.2 Initial Methods

Research for this project began as a hypothetical exercise to see if a machine learning approach could be used to distinguish metagenomic samples between environmental classes. A key concept used in this research is the ability to transform metagenomic samples into a Numeric Summarization Vector (NSV).

The method to process metagenomic data in a high-level scripting language is performed using the following steps. Individual fragment reads from a sample were initially analyzed using a \( k \)-mer sliding window of some length that shifts one character to the right each iteration. This process generates sequence substrings which are called \( k \)-mers, which means a mer of size \( k \). These \( k \)-mers are then used to increment the count of \( k \)-mers observed for each NSV index as each mer is observed. Each sample is thus transformed into a unique NSV containing the counts of all \( k \)-mers observed across all fragments in that sample. The sample is then stored to a file for easy future access. Any substring that contains a non-normal nucleotide, i.e. anything other than A, T, C, or G, is prohibited from incrementing a count in any NSV index.

The metagenomic data files contain both tags and the sequence of nucleotides comprising each sequence read. Each sequence is processed into an NSV by the following approach. Once the integer size of \( k \) for the \( k \)-mers is selected, starting at the beginning of the sequence the first \( k \)-mer is converted into an index in the NSV and that \( k \)-mer index is incremented by one. The next \( k \)-mer sequence is the next substring where the starting and ending index of the substring may be as discrete as \( \text{prev}_\text{start} + 1, \text{prev}_\text{end} + 1 \), or instead of advancing the indexes by one, the number could intentionally be larger and allow for less observations from each fragment to be stored in the NSV - the choice of substring advancement and this process is referred to
as the 'sliding window'. The choice of sliding window size is always fixed to advance one character per iteration, or the next distinct $k$-mer from the previously observed $k$-mer for complete coverage of the sequence fragment. This description is outlined in Code Listing 3.1 where the choices for $k$ and the sliding window number are set by the user. Code Listing 3.1 collapses the mer into the forward and reverse complement, and only builds the forward read version of the sequence and thus, regardless of the direction of the sequence read, the forward sequence from the fragment or the complement of the $k$-mer is indexed in the NSV using that method. A more direct version of $k$-mer mapping to an index can be seen in Code Listing 3.2 where the consideration of forward and reverse complement isn’t considered. Initial experiments utilized the simpler $k$-mer to NSV index mapping approach, which consumes more RAM and fewer CPU cycles, and each metagenomic data file produces exactly one NSV. Viewing the pipeline as a diagram can be done in Figure 3.1 at the end of this chapter.
Code Listing 3.1: Processing a FASTA File into an NSV

```python
def get_mer_count_use_complement(mer_size, file_fragments, sliding_size):
    ""
    this function process fragments from a metagenomic file
    and returns the fragments back as a single NSV using the mer
    size and sliding window size as adjustable parameters. ""
    mer_counts = {}
    for fragment in file_fragments:
        j = 0
        max_j = len(fragment) - mer_size
        while j < max_j:
            mer_frag = fragment[j:j + mer_size]
            mer_frag = mer_frag.lower()
            if "n" not in mer_frag:
                try:
                    mer_counts[mer_frag] += 1
                except KeyError:
                    mer_counts[mer_frag] = 1
            j += sliding_size
    array_size = (4 ** mer_size) / 2
    if mer_size % 2 == 0:
        array_size += 2 ** (mer_size - 1)
    mer_to_index = make_collapse_map(mer_size)
    my_nsv = [0] * array_size
    for mer in mer_counts.keys():
        try:
            mer_index = mer_to_index[mer]
        except KeyError:
            mer_index = mer_to_index[make_complement_mer(mer)]
        my_nsv[mer_index] += mer_counts[mer]
    return my_nsv[:]
```

def mer_index_finder(my_string):
    my_string = my_string.lower()
    char_value = {}
    char_value["a"] = 0
    char_value["t"] = 1
    char_value["c"] = 2
    char_value["g"] = 3
    i = 0
    j = 0
    base_four_string = ""

    myStrLen = len(my_string)
    while (i < myStrLen):
        base_four_string += str(char_value[my_string[i]])
        i += 1

    index = int(base4String, 4)

    return index
A second set of preprocessing is done to normalize the NSVs and produce a new class representative NSV. Data sample NSVs are normalized so that each column has a value between zero and one. The dimension that contains the highest fragment count has a value of one and the dimension with the fewest fragment counts has a value of zero. Any dimension with a matching score to the minimum or maximum fragment count is set to zero or one respectively. All other dimensions are scaled using (3.1) which assumes float representations of integer numbers index\_value, index\_count, and total\_count. This ensures the total NSV cell sum to be exactly one. The terms in the equation relate to these concepts: index\_value is the new number that is stored in the averaged NSV; index\_count represents the count of that specific k-mer in the initial NSV at this index; total\_count is the total number of mers present in the initial NSV. An example of the implementation of the equation into code is provided in Code Listing 3.3 to show how one might code this function.

\[
index\_value = \frac{index\_count}{total\_count}
\]  

(3.1)

Code Listing 3.3: Normalizing an NSV

```python
def normalize_by_size(split_line):
    res_list = []
    num_mers = sum(split_line)
    for i in range(0, len(split_line)):
        c_val = split_line[i] / (1.0 * num_mers)
        res_list.append(c_val)
    return res_list
```
An alternate averaging technique has been developed and tested as well. In (3.2) the terms are: max the maximum count of mers in an index across the NSV; min the lowest count of mers in any index - typical 0; current\_value the count of mers present at this index of the NSV; and new\_value the output of the calculation. Unlike (3.1), in (3.2) the sum of the averaged NSV can be greater or less than one depending on the distribution of the counts of mers. This is problematic for comparing NSVs that are composed of drastically different fragment counts.

\[ \text{new\_value} = \frac{\text{current\_value} - \text{min}}{\text{max} - \text{min}} \]  

(3.2)

Given the availability of all the NSVs from the way that the script has been developed, a normalized k-mer class representative is also constructed. Each dimension of the normalized representative NSV is assigned the value of the average for the samples in the data set for the class being represented. Each sample is written to a normalized NSV file. The class representative is written to file in a similar manner; however, the class representative doesn’t have a class identifier appended to the right-most column. The file name is used as the class identifier for the representative NSVs.

In the final phase of preprocessing, the data, samples are written to a normalized class specific k-mer NSV output file where each line is one sample. Additionally, a numeric class identifier is appended to the last (right-most) column. This file is then read into a different script that performs a Student’s t-test. For this research, the Student’s t-test is used to identify the ten dimensions with the greatest average pairwise statistical variance between classes. A reduced data set containing all samples for the rows and the ten dimensions for the column is then saved to a file.

At this stage, k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) and linear discriminate analysis (LDA)
are used to classify the reduced dimensional data. The value of $k$ is set to 3 for all the $k$-NN tests performed in this research. The $k$ in $k$-NN represents the number of neighbors that are used to classify the test record. Both the $k$-NN and LDA approach classify the data using leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV), where one of the samples in the dataset is randomly selected to be part of the test set. The LOOCV technique has been chosen as there are very few data records. Each sample is tested against the greatest amount of data possible providing a robust test for accuracy. The remaining samples of the data are used as the training set. The system predicts the class of any given sample in the test set based on the learned characteristics of the training set. The accuracy of the system is computed determined during this process.

Classification is tested by using a leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV). Each file from the dataset is systematically withheld from the training set and placed into the test set. The classifier is trained using all the other files, which are the current training set. The test file is classified using the model developed from the training set. The system predicts the class of the sample in the test set based on the learned characteristics of the training set. The total accuracy is preserved in the confusion matrix which preserves the way each test set is classified across all folds. The accuracy of the system is determined during this process.

Some challenges with these research methods included the RAM and processor limitations inherent in typical workstations. To mitigate these challenges, the proposed research was run on the most robust machines available. Best practices were followed when building the analysis program to limit the number of sequences in memory, as well as limit the number of multiprocessor cores and threads used, to manage the resource demands independent of machine specifications. Limiting the resource demand directly in the code likely has the greatest impact on resource demand overall. One example of code governing resource demands that can be easily tuned is the choice
of $k$ for both the $k$-mer size and the $k$-NN algorithm.

3.3 Exploring Choices for $k$ and Window Overlap

Selecting the size of $k$ for a $k$-mer depends on several factors. While selecting larger values for $k$, for example 12-mers, allows greater precision, it also produces a minimally populated NSV. Selecting an especially small number for $k$, for example 2-mers, produces NSVs that are densely populated and difficult to separate because there is too much overlapping content. Small $k$ values allow for faster computation such that machines with less power can effectively perform the analysis. This is contrasted by larger values for $k$, which require greater RAM resources. This technique, at least for NSV creation, is strictly limited by RAM and disk resources and varying $k$ will not drastically change the number of CPU cycles required.

This research explored various choices for the size of the mers by using larger and smaller numbers for $k$. Three is the smallest size of $k$-mer used in this research, but in theory a $k$ of size one or two could be used. The number $[MAX\_NUM]$ was selected as the maximum value for $k$ as performance limitations of the research servers wouldn’t allow for larger choices.
Table 3.1: The rapid growth of dimensions as a function of $k$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size of K</th>
<th>Number of Dimensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1 024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>4 096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>16 384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>65 536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>262 144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1 048 576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>4 194 304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>16 777 216</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.4 Feature Selection

Processing the metagenomic files results in a feature space of very high dimensionality. Creating methods by which to select features and reduce the amount of data per record prior to sending the dataset through the machine learning algorithm allows for the identification of key features in the dataset. By only sending in the most relevant features to a machine learning algorithm during the training process the goal is to prevent the algorithm from learning poor features that can generalize to new records. Overfitting a data set is a known problem in machine learning and happens due to the model being overly complex and typically yields poor predictive capability when a classifier has been overfit to a dataset. Having a model that is overfit to the data makes it difficult for the model to be used on new data sets as the model will be unable to correctly accurately classify the records.

Two feature selection algorithms are included as part of the data processing pipeline. The first feature selection mechanism is an all-pairwise Student's t-test, shown in Code Listing 3.4, where the dimensions with the greatest t-score are selected for classification as they represent the most divergent dimensions between classes using the Student’s t-test. The other feature selection algorithm used is information gain, where the selected dimensions are similarly chosen based upon maximal information gain from the data set. One additional dimension reduction technique is included into the pipeline, namely a random selection of dimensions of equal number to the one passed to either of the other two algorithms. Including a smaller, random, set of data in each of the folds of the cross-validation is done to show the benefit of performing the feature selection on the metagenomic data. In addition to the random feature selection, classification using all dimensions for number of choices for k-mer size is also reported in the results section.
def find_T_score(dataSet):
    
    """ t-test is an all pairwise comparison (upper triangular matrix) """
    tScores = []
pValues = []
newData = []

if len(dataSet) > 0:
    #loop over cols make a transposed data set
    for col in range(0, len(dataSet[0][:-1])):
        subSetHolder = {}
        #for levels of classes
        #take indices and transform them into subsets of the data
        for i in range(0, len(dataSet)):
            classI = dataSet[i][1]
            if classI in subSetHolder.keys():
                subSetHolder[classI].append(float(dataSet[i][col]))
            else:
                nuList = [float(dataSet[i][col])]
                subSetHolder[classI] = nuList

    myKeys = sorted(subSetHolder.keys())
count = 1.0
tmpT = 0.0
tmpP = 0.0

    for x in range(0, len(myKeys) - 1):
        xData = subSetHolder[myKeys[x]]
        for y in range(x + 1, len(myKeys)):

            yData = subSetHolder[myKeys[y]]
            #must have the stats package imported from scipy
            tRes, pVal = stats.ttest_ind(xData, yData)

            tRes = math.fabs(tRes)
pVal = math.fabs(pVal)
tmpT += tRes
tmpP += pVal

count += 1.0

    myColT = tmpT / count
    myColP = tmpP / count

    tScores.append(myColT)
pValues.append(myColP)

return tScores
3.5 Machine Learning Algorithms

This section is dedicated to explaining the machine learning algorithms that are used in this research. As there are several algorithms, and they approach classification in a variety of ways, a brief explanation of each algorithm as well as some of the key mathematical concepts that are embedded in them are presented. Where a formula is presented, there will be a short description of all the terms following the equation. Let all terms in these equations be defined the following way: each term is on the left and the definition is on the right, the \( \triangleq \) symbol should be read as 'is defined'.

3.5.1 KNN

One machine learning technique that requires essentially no training, in the formal sense, is the \( k \)-Nearest Neighbors (\( k \)-NN) algorithm. The formal mathematical definition of the algorithm appeared in 1951 as a method to decide group membership based on existing observations, the training data, and a new observation, the test record [67]. Why it can be said that the algorithm requires essentially no training is that all the training records are directly compared across the feature space to a test record. The \( k \) in the \( k \)-NN algorithm is a variable positive integer number, and the \( k \) training records closest in space to the test record then vote to classify the test record. Distance in space can be determined with any number of metrics, however, in this research only Manhattan distance was used. The formal definition of Manhattan distance is presented in (3.3). Implementation to find the Manhattan distance is presented in Code Listing 3.5. Euclidean distance was also considered, but the increased processing demands made it unattractive for preliminary research. In this research, all neighbors for any choice of \( k \) are given equal weight.
\[ D(a, b) = \|a - b\| = \sum_{i=1}^{i=n} |a_i - b_i| \]  

(3.3)

- \( a, b \) as vectors with equal dimensionality, here given as \( n \) dimensional space.

- \( D(a, b) \) distance between the vector \( a \) and vector \( b \).

- \( \|a - b\| \) is the norm of the difference between \( a \) and \( b \).

- \( \sum_{i=1}^{i=n} |a_i - b_i| \) is the sum of the absolute values of the difference of each dimension in vectors \( a \) and \( b \) for all \( n \) dimensions.

Code Listing 3.5: Calculate Manhattan Distance

```python
def find_manhattan(point_a, point_b):
    dist = 0
    for x in range(0, len(point_a)):
        dist += math.fabs(float(point_a[x]) - float(point_b[x]))
    return dist
```

3.5.2 Naïve Bayes

Classification by a Naïve Bayes (NB) classifier replies upon the Bayes’ theorem which was developed in the middle of the eighteenth century [68]. The statistical theorem uses prior information related to an outcome to predict the likelihood that a specific outcome is observed. The theorem became part of the machine learning canon during the 1950s and 1960s. An assumption that all dimensions within the dataset are independent is explicitly made in the NB algorithm, and as such this classifier is very well suited to be applied to datasets that have a large number of dimensions. Prediction of the class is determined by the maximal product of probabilities across all classes. An example of how this could be implemented is provided in the following code snippets Code Listing 3.6, Code Listing 3.7, and Code Listing 3.8 in practice the size for the bins must be determined prior to attempting to bin the data and
subsequent classification.

\[ P(c|d) = \frac{P(d|c)P(c)}{P(d)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.4)

- \( c \triangleq \) class \( c \)

- \( d \triangleq \) dimension \( d \)

- \( P(c|d) \triangleq \) probability of class \( c \) given the value of dimension \( d \)

- \( P(d|c) \triangleq \) likelihood of observed value in dimension \( d \) given it’s associated with class \( c \)

- \( P(c) \triangleq \) probability of observing class \( c \)

- \( P(d) \triangleq \) probability of value \( d \) being observed in this dimension
def find_class_probability(class_list, test_data, binned_training_data):
    final_votes = {}
    for row in xrange(0, len(test_data)):
        final_votes[test_data[row][-1]] = {}
    test_cols = len(test_data[0]) - 1
    for elt in xrange(len(test_data)):
        elt_bins = []
        for col in xrange(test_cols):
            col_bin = find_bin(float(test_data[elt][col]),
                               max_min_values[col][0], bin_sizes[col], n_bins)
            elt_bins.append(col_bin)

        votes_map = {}
        for class_item in class_list:
            prob = 1.0
            for dim in xrange(test_cols):
                numerator = \
                binned_training_data[dim][elt_bins[dim]][class_item] + 1
                numerator = float(numerator)
                denominator = \
                sum(binned_training_data[dim][elt_bins[dim]].values()) \
                + m_est
                denominator = float(denominator)
                prob *= numerator / denominator
                votes_map[class_item] = prob
        try:
            final_votes[test_data[elt][-1]][max(votes_map, key=votes_map.get)] += 1
        except:
            final_votes[test_data[elt][-1]][max(votes_map, key=votes_map.get)] = 1
Code Listing 3.7: Bin all Values for all Records

```python
def bin_data(data_set, max_min_matrix, bin_sizes, n_bins, classes):
    ""
    for an entire data set correctly assign all records to
    the correct bins, return a bin matrix as a new data set"
    nu_data = []
    n_col = len(data_set[0]) - 1

    for j in xrange(0, n_col):
        bins = []
        bin_counter = 0
        while bin_counter < n_bins:
            bin_map = {}
            for class Opt in classes:
                bin_map[class Opt] = 0
            bins.append(bin_map.copy())
            bin_counter += 1

        for i in xrange(0, len(data_set)):
            ij_bin = find_bin(float(data_set[i][j]),
                              max_min_matrix[j][0], bin_sizes[j],
                              n_bins)
            bins[ij_bin][data_set[i][-1]] += 1
        nu_data.append(bins[:])

    return nu_data[:]
```
Code Listing 3.8: Find Correct Bin for Value in Dimension

```python
def find_bin(value_to_bin, lower_bound, bin_size, n_bins):
    """ Given a value and bin information select the correct bin for the value to be inserted into """
    selected_bin = 0
    found_bin = False
    lhs = lower_bound
    rhs = lhs + bin_size
    while not found_bin:
        if lhs < value_to_bin and value_to_bin <= rhs:
            found_bin = True
        elif value_to_bin <= lhs and selected_bin == 0:
            found_bin = True
        elif value_to_bin >= n_bins * bin_size + lower_bound:
            found_bin = True
        else:
            lhs = rhs
            rhs += bin_size
            selected_bin += 1
    return selected_bin
```

3.6 Validation

Initial results were tested and compared using Leave-One-Out Cross-Validation (LOOCV). This posed a problem as the data sets were inherently asymmetric with respect to fragment count per class. Imposing a limit on the number of fragments allowed into the pooled data set partially addressed the asymmetry. One known issue with LOOCV is the tendency to overfit the data [69], which limits the ability of the results to expand from theory to practice. As an alternative to LOOCV, the concept of Monte Carlo Cross-Validation (MCCV) emerged and has subsequently been applied to chemical systems [70] [71] and other areas as well. Adapting some of the ideas from MCCV, an intrinsically random cross-validation technique has been applied to verify the accuracy of the results and prevent bias entering the analysis.
In this research, all primary FASTA files are listed and the class of each file is known at the start of an experiment. In both LOOCV and MCCV all files are grouped together by class. Also in both, one file is held out at a time as the test file. Here the two approaches begin to differ. In LOOCV the grouped training files are processed as a batch using all fragments and the test file is classified per the generated NSVs from the testing files and training file. In MCCV a limited number of random fragments is drawn from each class without repetition. The MCCV process keeps the collection of fragments for each class separate. A random number of fragments is drawn from the test file as well, also without repetition. The pooled training files are divided into ten parts, where each of the ten files has approximately the same number of fragments as the training file. The number of fragments drawn is always less that the total number of fragments in the raw test file. A fold is one iteration of leaving out one file and comparing it to the remaining test files. A trial is a complete collection of folds and in most cases, there are twelve folds in a trial; this is because there are four files of each of the three classes in the Johnson Grass data. This process can be observed in Code Listing 3.9.
def mix_files(data_start_path, class_options):
    # get files
    ini_file_list = commonFunctions.getFiles(data_start_path)
    split_classes = {}
    # orders = itertools.permutations(ini_file_list)
    # organize sort
    for item in ini_file_list:
        for opt in class_options:
            if opt in item:
                try:
                    split_classes[opt].append(item)
                except:
                    split_classes[opt] = [item]
    # files will be a set of permutations
    # do count of lines
    rand_orders = {}
    for opt in class_options:
        print opt
        rand_orders[opt] = []
        orders = itertools.permutations(split_classes[opt])
        for x in orders:
            rand_orders[opt].append(list(x))
    test_files = []
    training_files = []
    for opt in class_options:
        list_len = len(rand_orders[opt])
        for index in xrange(list_len):
            arrangement = rand_orders[opt][index]
            # print arrangement
            test_half = arrangement[:len(arrangement) / 2]
            train_half = arrangement[len(arrangement) / 2:]
            try:
                for elt in test_half:
                    test_files[index].append(elt)
                for alt in train_half:
                    training_files[index].append(alt)
            except:
                test_files.append([])
                training_files.append([])
                for elt in test_half:
                    test_files[index].append(elt)
                for alt in train_half:
                    training_files[index].append(alt)
    return test_files, training_files
3.7 Data Processing Pipeline

The methodology that was ultimately established for this research is explained in this section. Many different approaches were explored and tested prior to reaching the set of operations described in the following pages. One of the driving principles for this research was to find a way to rapidly evaluate the class of a bacterial community and can identify how it differs from other communities from similar environments such that they would belong to a different class. Processing the entire set of metagenomic FASTA files on each run from start to finish takes a significant amount of time as identified in the initial methodology section. To circumvent this lengthy process, the final approach adopts techniques to speed up processing while simultaneously increasing accuracy.

The following list enumerates the languages and libraries used to process the metagenomic data from its raw format to a usable NSV, make predictions, and visualize the results. Python is heavily relied upon for much of the data processing and predictions. The R statistical language is used for additional classifications and predictions, as well as providing the visualization capacity for the results. Both languages are widely used in the scientific community. One of the reasons these two languages, and extension libraries, have been selected is the free open source software licenses they are under, making the replication of this work easier to follow and expand upon.
• **Python** - Programming language used for processing the data and much of the machine learning work [72].

• **R** - Statistical programming language selected for visualizations and more classification algorithms [73].

• **scipy** - An open source scientific library that extends the capacities of Python. [74]

• **scikit-learn** - Large library of tools for data mining and data analysis written in Python. [75]

• **Matplotlib** - Python library to produce visualizations [76].

Figure 3.1: A visual Representation of the Data Processing Pipeline. The Data goes through six unique steps before classification can be performed. Each step has multiple options for processing the files in a variety of ways. The smaller text above the boxes shows some of the user parameters that can be selected during those steps.
3.7.1 Synthetic Data

To test new experimental approaches a mechanism to produce synthetic data has been developed to generated files for the pipeline to run unit tests. This research includes such a verification facility that can generate FASTA files with the same desired characteristics, thus emulating the raw data output style of any Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) machine. Such a random sequence generation utility allows researchers to produce new synthetic data which has no unique characteristics, making it theoretically impossible to distinguish between classes. This utility can generate any number of classes, sequences, and vary sequence size. The ability to generated synthetic data with arbitrary properties allows for testing of the pipeline in a way that isn’t contingent upon actual data being available.

3.7.2 Collecting Raw Records into a Single Pool and Subsequent Random Division

The pooling and division of data is done for each fold of the cross-validation process. The main purpose of the pooling and splitting of the data is to draw smaller samples from the files to be stochastic in tests, and because the number of fragments drawn for each fold is small with respect of the size of total fragments for each class. Training files are grouped together by class - pooled. Then the small, but representative, number fragments are drawn and divided into ten class representative files. This is done for each class. Then the same process is done for the test file. Fragments from the test file are randomly drawn without replacement until there is enough to fill ten class representative files with the same number of fragments in the representative file for the test samples as there are in the training files. Feature selection, and classification are performed. Results are updated in the confusion matrix. This process is repeated
for each fold of the cross-validation process.

Collecting all the sequence records from a class into a single dataset is one of the first steps in the data processing pipeline. The idea that similar elements can be grouped together is a well understood concept. Each class is grouped together into a single file containing all records related to the class. This process is repeated for each class until all classes have been combined into one file per class. These are referred to as the 'mega files’ representing each class.

A new set of representative files is randomly sampled from the mega file without replacement. The order of the selected fragments is then randomly shuffled, and then divided into ten unique FASTA files. This process is outlined in Code Listing 3.10. These files each contain a given number of fragments from their respective classes. Caution is taken that the number of sequence fragments in each split file is more than the minimal number of records for the split file to be representative of the class. This technique means that strong confidence can be placed in the idea that each split represents the environment from which it was generated. It may seem that using this process that in a trial there would be ten folds. However, this is not the case. The test file is omitted and divided into ten split files. Each of the ten split files for the test records is the same size as the training split files created for each class created earlier. Then in a single fold the ten test split files are classified against all training files.
def read_mega_file_and_split(inputPath, outputPath, limit, parts):
    """ take in a mega file and randomly split according to a fragment limit""
    mega_files = commonFunctions.getFiles(inputPath)
    commonFunctions.removeExisitingData(outputPath)
    for mega in mega_files:
        tag = ""
        tagCounts = 0
        frag = ""
        fragCounts = 0
        tagFragDict = {}

        hyphen_location = mega.rfind("-")
        mega_class = mega[:hyphen_location]

        fileString = inputPath + mega
        with open(fileString, "r") as myFile:

            for line in myFile:
                if (line[1] == ">"): 
                    tag = line
                    tagCounts += 1
                if (line[1] != ">"): 
                    frag = line
                    fragCounts += 1
                if (frag != "") and (tag != ""): 
                    tagFragDict[tag] = frag 
                    tag = ""
                    frag = ""

            # find number of frags
            keys = tagFragDict.keys()

            #split frags into n equal parts
            random.shuffle(keys)
            if limit:
                keys = keys[:limit]
            splits = chunkIt(keys, parts)
            cnt = 0
            for split in splits:
                last_name = outputPath + mega_class + "-split-" + str(cnt) + ".fasta"
                cnt += 1
                with open(last_name, "w") as out_file:
                    for index in split:
                        out_file.write(index + tagFragDict[index])

        return 1
3.7.3 Translation of FASTA files into NSVs

Each of the split files is saved in the standard FASTA format commonly used in bioinformatics research. Every file is turned into a unique Numeric Summarization Vector representing that file. As each fragment is processed by the algorithm, the window size of the \( k \)-mer increments a corresponding index in the NSV array, meaning that the specific mer has been seen an additional time in that file. The number of base pairs moved each time the window progresses is a tunable dial. The more units skipped each time, the less unique the NSV becomes, and yet the data will be processed faster due to the decreased number of comparisons. In this research, the window only moves one base pair for each comparison.

3.8 Datasets

Initial research largely made use of metagenomic data of the human gut microbiome available from the publicly available Short Read Archive (SRA) operated by the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) [14] [15]. Table 3.2 lists all sample identification numbers used for this research. The table also shows how the dataset represents samples from three different disease states of the human gut: Healthy, Ulcerative Colitis, and Crohn’s disease. Changing the initial data set from Johnson Grass to human gut metagenomic microbiome samples did not change the theoretical groundwork for the proposed research because the sequence data was similarly divided into three classes.

The Holben Microbial Ecology Laboratory provided data from three different environment classes. The sequence data was obtained from metagenomic DNA recovered from soil samples taken at a Johnson Grass (\textit{Sorghum halepense}) invasion study site in Oklahoma. The intent was to explore how the microbial community shifts as an
effect of invasive Johnson Grass plants overtaking a prairie area. The classes are representations of the following three types of environment: non-invaded, partially invaded, and fully invaded.

Table 3.2: Number of lines in the Human Gut data set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line Count</th>
<th>File Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1218534</td>
<td>Crohns-SRR053016Full.fasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>611178</td>
<td>Crohns-SRR053019Full.fasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1068952</td>
<td>Crohns-SRR053034Full.fasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>532256</td>
<td>Crohns-SRR053036Full.fasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2350246</td>
<td>Crohns-SRR054211Full.fasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1375236</td>
<td>Crohns-SRR054212Full.fasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>805624</td>
<td>Healthy-SRR053013Full.fasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>783114</td>
<td>Healthy-SRR053023Full.fasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>251008</td>
<td>Healthy-SRR053027Full.fasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>443538</td>
<td>Healthy-SRR053031Full.fasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49714</td>
<td>UC-SRR058718Full.fasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1246118</td>
<td>UC-SRR059126Full.fasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1179536</td>
<td>UC-SRR059127Full.fasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1314246</td>
<td>UC-SRR059128Full.fasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1336370</td>
<td>UC-SRR059129Full.fasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25788326</td>
<td>UC-SRR060115Full.fasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6429190</td>
<td>UC-SRR060116Full.fasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46783186</td>
<td>TOTAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Many different species are present in the mouth at any given point of time. Many of the species are helpful or benign, but others are known to facilitate oral diseases such as cavities (caries) [77]. A different study seeking to understand the functional capacity of the oral microbiome produced the first metagenomic sample from the oral cavity without the bias of PCR amplification or cloning [78]. The metagenomic sequence datasets produced by that study have been made publicly available on the MG-RAST server and have been used as an additional dataset in this research project [78] [79]. The eight samples are broken into four classes: i) never had any cavities, ii) had cavities in the past but none or very few active when the sample was taken, iii)
many past cavities and many active cavities when sampled, and iv) the microbiome of an active cavity. The overall health is classified using the World Health Organization carious, absent and obtrude teeth index (CAO index) as established in the Oral health surveys: basic methods [80]. Each of the records and class values from the saliva dataset can be seen in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3: These are the MG-RAST samples used to evaluate the metagenomic classes of the oral cavity [79]. Class status is given as an example for how the classifiers will distinguish the records.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MG-RAST ID</th>
<th>Disease Status</th>
<th>Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4447192.3</td>
<td>Healthy CAO’s Index = 0</td>
<td>Healthy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4447102.3</td>
<td>Healthy CAO’s Index = 0</td>
<td>Healthy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4447101.3</td>
<td>Diseased CAO’s index = 6</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4447103.3</td>
<td>Diseased CAO’s index = 8</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4447903.3</td>
<td>Diseased CAO’s index = 11</td>
<td>Bad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4447943.3</td>
<td>Diseased CAO’s index = 25</td>
<td>Bad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4447970.3</td>
<td>Cavity CAO’s index = 10</td>
<td>Cavity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4447971.3</td>
<td>Cavity CAO’s index = 11</td>
<td>Cavity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 4 RESULTS

The results from several experiments are presented here. Many of the results from the experiments are shown as paired figures where one of the images shows a confusion matrix and the second image shows the consistency across the trials that dimensions were selected aggregated into a bar plot. The $k$-NN results use a larger number of folds for the MCCV experiment, also all feature selection is done with SelectKBest rather than all pairwise Student’s T-test, which is universally used with the Naïve Bayes Classifier experiments.

4.1 Johnson Grass Dataset

The Johnson Grass Dataset is the most evenly divided dataset in terms of total fragments per class. It also benefited from having four samples for each class making the data set well suited to split up for LOOCV and MCCV cross-validation. Many of the experiments made use of this data set for these reasons. The count lines in each file and class values are presented in Table 4.1. To find the number of fragments in a FASTA file divide the line count by two.
Table 4.1: Number of lines in each file and the total number of lines in all files of the Johnson Grass Dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line Count</th>
<th>File Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1135814</td>
<td>Invaded_JG_DNA_Index22_CGTACG_L003_joined.join.fasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>364900</td>
<td>Invaded_JG_DNA_Index23_GAGTGG_L003_joined.join.fasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>474416</td>
<td>Invaded_JG_DNA_Index25_ACTGAT_L003_joined.join.fasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1314180</td>
<td>Invaded_JG_DNA_Index27_ATTCCT_L003_joined.join.fasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>776822</td>
<td>Native_JG_DNA_Index13_AGTCAA_L003_joined.join.fasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>872884</td>
<td>Native_JG_DNA_Index14_AGTTCC_L003_joined.join.fasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1753014</td>
<td>Native_JG_DNA_Index15_ATGTCA_L003_joined.join.fasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1669122</td>
<td>Native_JG_DNA_Index16_CCGTCC_L003_joined.join.fasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>465768</td>
<td>Transition_JG_DNA_Index18_GTCCGC_L003_joined.join.fasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>468162</td>
<td>Transition_JG_DNA_Index19_GTGAAA_L003_joined.join.fasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>851044</td>
<td>Transition_JG_DNA_Index20_GTGGCC_L003_joined.join.fasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1052114</td>
<td>Transition_JG_DNA_Index21_GTTTCG_L003_joined.join.fasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11198240</td>
<td>total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.1.1 k-NN Results

Results from using the k-NN algorithm are generated using the Python scikit learn library and using SelectKBest for feature selection. In Figure 4.2, the ten most selected dimensions are shown. These dimensions were selected using scikit learn SelectKBest as the feature selection mechanism on 5-mers with twenty independent trials. The red bar on the left-hand side of Figure 4.2 shows the maximum number of times any feature could be selected. In the case of this experiment the number of folds run is 24, and with 18 trials the product of the two numbers is 432.

Figure 4.1: Confusion matrix. 5-mers, 10 dimensions, 18 trials SelectKBest feature selection. Each trial has 24 independent folds. This figure is the resulting confusion matrix produced by the KNN algorithm. Total accuracy of this run is 73.31% correct.
Figure 4.2: Bar plot analyzing consistency of feature selection frequency of 5-mer and Ten Dimensions.
Figure 4.3: Confusion Matrix 5-Mers 5 Dimensions 16 Trials. Each trial uses leave-one-out cross-validation and doesn’t pool training data together. Total accuracy of this run is 58.33%.
Figure 4.4: Bar plot Analyzing Consistency of Feature Selection On 5-mers & 5 Dimensions.
4.1.2 Naïve Bayes Classifier Results

The core of the experimental pipeline is tested using a Naïve Bayes Classifier. This section outlines the result of many different experiments using slightly different parameters; specifically, the size of $k$-mers and number of dimensions selected. The classification accuracy results are summarized in Table 4.2.

4.1.2.1 Two Class Problem

Distinguishing between two different environmental classes is an important test to see if the methods can correctly separate the data. Only one experimental run is shown here. This run is different from many other experimental results presented in this chapter as it uses an older classification method that doesn’t use normalization or mer collapse. The experiment also uses a higher number of folds and trials, 24 and 25, than the subsequent experiments.
Figure 4.5: Confusion Matrix. 5-mers, 10 dimensions, 25 trials, 2 classes. After twenty five independent trials where each trial has 24 independent folds run using MCCV, this is the resulting confusion matrix. Total accuracy of this run is 89.34%.
Figure 4.6: Bar plot analyzing consistency of feature selection on 5-mers, 10 dimensions and two classes.
4.1.2.2 Three Class Problem LOOCV

Leave-one-out cross-validation is used in this experiment against the Johnson Grass Dataset. One large experiment was performed using only five dimensions and 7-mers as other informed by the results of other experiments which suggest these parameters will produce good results. Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show the results of the experiment using the Nave Bayes Classifier and the Student’s t-test as the feature selection algorithm, respectively.

4.1.2.3 7-Mer & 5 Dimensions LOOCV

![Confusion Matrix](image)

Figure 4.7: Confusion Matrix. 7-mers, 5 dimensions, 20 trials. Each trial uses leave-one-out cross-validation. Total accuracy of this run is 50.00%.
Figure 4.8: Bar plot analyzing consistency of feature selection on 7-mers and 5 Dimensions.
4.1.2.4 Three Class Problem MCCV

Comparing a test sample to training data from three classes is a more complex problem than the two-class case, requiring more data processing time to run the experiments. Results from varying the size of the k-mer and number of selected dimensions can be seen in Table 4.2. Figures 4.9, 4.11, 4.13, 4.15, 4.17, 4.19, and 4.21. Figures 4.24, 4.26, 4.29, 4.31, and 4.34 are directly related to the values seen in the Table 4.2. Each experiment is divided into its own sub-subsection.

In addition to the confusion matrix for each experiment shown in Table 4.2, the frequency of the most selected $n$ dimensions is shown in Figures 4.10, 4.12, 4.14, 4.16, 4.18, 4.20, 4.22, 4.25, 4.27, 4.30, 4.32, and 4.35. These plots show dimensions that were most commonly selected by the feature selection mechanism of an all-pairwise Student’s t-test to identify dimensions that contribute the most to discriminatory power.

Figures 4.23, 4.28, and 4.38 are scatter plots where the count of k-mers in a specific dimension of the NSV are graphed against the frequency of dimension selection. The points on these plots correspond to exactly one index in the NSV, and only dimensions that were selected at least once are shown in the plots. The summation of dimension frequency selection is across all trials of the experiment related to each respective plot. Each of these figures explores the possible connection between count and dimension frequency to assess whether there is an apparent relationship between these two aspects of the data.
Table 4.2: Varying k-mer size using Student’s t-test and the Naive Bayes Classifier. Confusion matrix accuracies for the three-class problem are presented in this table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size of $k$</th>
<th>Top 5 Dimensions</th>
<th>Top 10 Dimensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>35.77</td>
<td>41.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>36.05</td>
<td>34.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>39.91</td>
<td>40.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>41.30</td>
<td>40.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>46.01</td>
<td>43.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>50.12</td>
<td>49.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.1.2.5 3-Mer & 5 Dimensions

Figure 4.9: Confusion Matrix. 3-mers, 5 dimensions, 20 trials, and 3 classes. Each trial uses leave-one-out cross-validation and pools training data together. Total accuracy of this run is 35.77%.
Figure 4.10: Bar plot analyzing consistency of feature selection on 3-mers and 5 Dimensions.
Figure 4.11: Confusion Matrix. 3-mers, 10 dimensions, 20 trials, and 3 classes. Each trial uses leave-one-out cross-validation and pools training data together. Total accuracy of this run is 41.13%.
Figure 4.12: Bar plot analyzing consistency of feature selection on 3-mers and 10 Dimensions.
4.1.2.7 4-Mer & 5 Dimensions

Figure 4.13: Confusion Matrix. 4-mers, 5 dimensions, 20 trials, and 3 classes. Each trial uses leave-one-out cross-validation and pools training data together. Total accuracy of this run is 36.05%.
Figure 4.14: Bar plot analyzing consistency of feature selection on 4-mers and 5 Dimensions.
4.1.2.8 4-Mer & 10 Dimensions

Figure 4.15: Confusion Matrix. 4-mers, 10 dimensions, 20 trials, and 3 classes. Each trial uses leave-one-out cross-validation and pools training data together. Total accuracy of this run is 34.79%.
Figure 4.16: Bar plot analyzing consistency of feature selection on 4-mers and 10 Dimensions.
4.1.2.9  5-Mer & 5 Dimensions

Figure 4.17: Confusion Matrix. 5-mers, 5 dimensions, 20 trials, and 3 classes. Each trial uses leave-one-out cross-validation and pools training data together. Total accuracy of this run is 39.91%.
Figure 4.18: Bar plot analyzing consistency of feature selection on 5-mers and 5 Dimensions.
4.1.2.10  5-Mer & 10 Dimensions

Figure 4.19: Confusion Matrix. 5-mers, 10 dimensions, 20 trials, and 3 classes. Each trial uses leave-one-out cross-validation and pools training data together. Total accuracy of this run is 40.77%.
Figure 4.20: Bar plot analyzing consistency of feature selection on 5-mers and 10 Dimensions.
4.1.2.11 6-Mer & 5 Dimensions

Figure 4.21: Confusion Matrix. 6-mers, 5 dimensions, 20 trials, and 3 classes. Each trial uses leave-one-out cross-validation and pools training data together. Total accuracy of this run is 41.30%.
Figure 4.22: Bar plot analyzing consistency of feature selection on 6-mers and 5 Dimensions.
Figure 4.23: 6-mers and 5 dimensions scatter plot dimension frequency vs raw count in dimension. This scatter plot shows the frequency at which the dimensions are selected on the Y-axis and the raw count in that dimension in all NSVs from the experiment prior to normalization on the X-axis this is for the experiment with 6-mers and 5 dimensions using the data from all 20 trials.
4.1.2.12 6-Mer & 10 Dimensions

Figure 4.24: Confusion Matrix. 6-mers, 10 dimensions, 20 trials, and 3 classes. Each trial uses leave-one-out cross-validation and pools training data together. Total accuracy of this run is 40.52%.
Figure 4.25: Bar plot analyzing consistency of feature selection on 6-mers and 10 Dimensions.
4.1.2.13 7-Mer & 5 Dimensions

Figure 4.26: Confusion Matrix. 7-mers, 5 dimensions, 20 trials, and 3 classes. Each trial uses leave-one-out cross-validation and pools training data together. Total accuracy of this run is 46.01%.
Figure 4.27: Bar plot analyzing consistency of feature selection on 7-mers and 5 Dimensions.
Figure 4.28: 7-mers and 5 dimensions scatter plot dimension frequency vs raw count in dimension. Frequency at which the dimensions are selected on the Y-axis and the raw count in that dimension in all NSVs from the experiment prior to normalization on the X-axis this is for the experiment with 7-mers and 5 dimensions using the data from all 20 trials.
4.1.2.14 7-Mer & 10 Dimensions

Figure 4.29: Confusion Matrix. 7-mers, 10 dimensions, 20 trials, and 3 classes. Each trial uses leave-one-out cross-validation and pools training data together. Total accuracy of this run is 43.33%.
Figure 4.30: Bar plot analyzing consistency of feature selection on 7-mers and 10 Dimensions.
Figure 4.31: Confusion Matrix. 8-mers, 5 dimensions, 20 trials, and 3 classes. Each trial uses leave-one-out cross-validation and pools training data together. Total accuracy of this run is 50.12%.
Figure 4.32: Bar plot analyzing consistency of feature selection on 8-mers and 5 Dimensions.
Figure 4.33: 8-mers and 5 dimensions scatter plot dimension frequency vs raw count in dimension. Frequency at which the dimensions are selected on the Y-axis and the raw count in that dimension in all NSVs from the experiment prior to normalization on the X-axis this is for the experiment with 8-mers and 5 dimensions using the data from all 20 trials.
4.1.2.16  3-Mer & 10 Dimensions

Figure 4.34: Confusion Matrix. 8-mers, 10 dimensions, 20 trials, and 3 classes. Each trial uses leave-one-out cross-validation and pools training data together. Total accuracy of this run is 49.10%.
Figure 4.35: Bar plot analyzing consistency of feature selection on 8-mers and 10 Dimensions.
4.2 Human Gut Dataset

The Human Gut Dataset has great diversity of class representation. The distribution of fragments for each class is uneven - Table 4.3. The experiment uses a Monte Carlo cross-validation technique and limits the number of fragments for testing and training to be an even number amongst the classes. All fragments from each class were pooled together and the experiment ran in a similar way to the experiment performed with the Johnson Grass dataset. Only one experiment is performed using with the Human Gut dataset using parameters given the information from the previous experiment. Figures 4.37, 4.37, and 4.38 show the results of the experiment using the Naïve Bayes classifier with Monte Carlo cross-validation and with the Human Gut dataset.

The Human gut dataset has great diversity of class representation. The distribution of fragments for each class is uneven as shown in Table 4.3. The experiment used a Monte Carlo cross-validation technique and limited the number of fragments for testing and training to be an even number amongst the classes. All fragments from each class were pooled together and the experiment was run in a similar way to the experiment performed with the Johnson Grass dataset. Only one experiment is performed with the Human Gut dataset using parameters given the information from the previous experiment which suggest these parameters will produce good results. Figures 4.37, 4.37, and 4.38 show the results of the experiment using the Naive Bayes Classifier with Monte Carlo Cross-Validation with the Human Gut dataset.
Table 4.3: Number of lines in each file and the total number of lines in all files of the Human Gut Dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line Count</th>
<th>File Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1218534</td>
<td>Crohns-SRR053016Full.fasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>611178</td>
<td>Crohns-SRR053019Full.fasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1068952</td>
<td>Crohns-SRR053034Full.fasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>532256</td>
<td>Crohns-SRR053036Full.fasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2350246</td>
<td>Crohns-SRR054211Full.fasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1375236</td>
<td>Crohns-SRR054212Full.fasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>805624</td>
<td>Healthy-SRR053013Full.fasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>783114</td>
<td>Healthy-SRR053023Full.fasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>251008</td>
<td>Healthy-SRR053027Full.fasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>443538</td>
<td>Healthy-SRR053031Full.fasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49714</td>
<td>UC-SRR058718Full.fasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1246118</td>
<td>UC-SRR059126Full.fasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1179536</td>
<td>UC-SRR059127Full.fasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1314246</td>
<td>UC-SRR059128Full.fasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1336370</td>
<td>UC-SRR059129Full.fasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25788326</td>
<td>UC-SRR060115Full.fasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6429190</td>
<td>UC-SRR060116Full.fasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46783186</td>
<td>TOTAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2.0.1 8-Mer & 5 Dimensions Leave-One-Out

Figure 4.36: Confusion Matrix. 8-mers, 5 dimensions, 20 trials, and 3 classes. Each trial uses leave-one-out cross-validation and pools training data together. Total accuracy of this run is 58.33%.
Figure 4.37: Bar plot analyzing consistency of feature selection on 8-mers and 5 Dimensions.
Figure 4.38: 8-mers and 5 dimensions scatter plot dimension frequency vs raw count in dimension. Frequency at which the dimensions are selected on the Y-axis and the raw count in that dimension in all NSVs from the experiment prior to normalization on the X-axis this is for the experiment with 8-mers and 5 dimensions using the data from all 20 trials.
CHAPTER 5 DISCUSSION

The $k$-mer analysis pipeline for the classification of metagenomic samples presented herein provides a mechanism to process metagenomic datasets into a reusable data structure. Additionally, there are scripts that visualize classification logs and other utilities to explore the results. This repository, https://bitbucket.org/russell_kaehler/sequence-free-analysis, contains all the scripts related to the work presented in this thesis.

5.1 General Discussion

Prior to the development of this technique, understanding the nature of a metagenomic sample required a great amount of known bacterial sequence information to be accessible. These genomes would serve as a reference set to compare the fragments of a new sample to known sequences. However, with this technique one can imagine going to a new environment and rapidly being able to monitor the fluctuations of an environment without necessarily knowing all the members of the bacterial community.

As the results show, this novel approach allows for rapid analysis of a new metagenomic sample dataset to identify the environmental class that generated the sample with reasonable accuracy. This type of approach is new to the scientific community. Using this technique to explore microbial communities can now be used by others in the research community to begin to study changes to a microbial community – such
as from a healthy to disease state.

Compressing metagenomic files into NVSs of varying mer sizes and storing those files allows for rapid re-processing of large datasets and the comparison of newly processed files to existing records. It should be noted that the information stored in an NSV is a compression of the metagenomic records and does not allow for full reconstruction of the sequences or genomes.

Figures 4.3, 4.5, 4.9, 4.11, 4.13, 4.15, 4.17, 4.19, 4.21, 4.24, 4.26, 4.29, 4.31, and 4.34 show that the use of machine learning classification algorithms can be applied directly to normalized NSVs in a pooled MCCV method with results that are better than chance. If LOOCV is used instead of MCCV, the results shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.36 show that LOOCV also performs better than chance and even performs slightly better than MCCV in some cases. Additional feature selection methods and classifiers are available in the pipeline shown in Figure 4.1.

5.1.1 Accuracy as a Function of $k$-mer Size

Based on the results presented herein, there is a clear relationship that by increasing the size of $k$ for the $k$-mers accuracy increases. Table 4.2 shows the most consistent accuracy increase when 5 dimensions are selected. However, when ten dimensions are selected there’s two cases where accuracy decreases slightly; specifically $K = 4$ and $K = 6$. Code Listing 3.1 shows in lines 19 – 21, that even $k$-mer sizes will have a larger NSV, which means that the information is slightly less densely packed than in cases where $k$ is odd. This is because even-sized $k$-mers are unable to have a reverse complements of themselves, in some cases, due to how reverse complements are formed. It may be possible that the larger NSV generated from an even-sized $k$-mer and using more dimensions, each with less discriminatory power, that the extra information included did not contribute to discriminatory power and thus produces
incorrect results when classifying with the Naïve Bayes Classifier. The general trend of accuracy increasing with the selection of a larger values of $k$ was expected from the literature and confirmed by the experiments. By increasing the size of $k$, the execution time required also increases and, as such, results are limited to small values of $3 \leq k \leq 8$. Future experiments with much larger values for $k$, including cases where $k > 20$, should be explored when resources are available. Limitations of system memory are the greatest concern with large k-mers. A selection of $k = 15$ will generate an NSV of length $1,073,741,824$ and storing the NSV in memory would require more than 8.5 Gigabytes to hold a single array.

Research done previously in the University of Montana MicrobialEcology Research group has attempted to circumvent the issue of memory intensive array sizes by using a hashing approach. Other software applications such as Kracken [81] also use a hash approach to avoid storing the entire array in memory. These approaches work well for sparsely populated arrays, but have in practice been unable to deliver increased performance on data sets with relatively low counts such as the metagenomic data used in this research.

5.1.2 Dimensions Selection Frequency Across Experiments

Selecting dimensions using either of the feature selection algorithms across all sizes of $k$, whether selecting 5 or 10 dimensions, seemed to indicate that having only a few dimensions provided strong discriminatory power for the purposes of classification. This observation is supported in Figures 4.2, 4.4, 4.10, 4.12, 4.14, 4.16, 4.18, 4.20, 4.22, 4.25, 4.27, 4.30, 4.32, 4.35, and 4.37, where the first few dimensions are selected very often and then the remaining dimensions were selected less frequently and the graphs all resembled a decay curve.

The $x$ axis of the bar plots showed that the feature selection methods selected NSV
dimensions which correspond to $k$-mers that repeat characters often and produce strings that are considered biologically unlikely. This may suggest an issue in the software pipeline in that the strings are not the least common or most common strings within the datasets. Nor is the distribution of the strings heavily biased toward one class—more discussion on this topic is continued in Section 5.1.3.

### 5.1.3 Dimension Selection and Observed $k$-Mer Count

Figures 4.23, 4.28, and 4.33 show that the count of a $k$-mer occurring in a normalized NSV and the frequency that the dimension gets selected appear to have some relationship. Specifically, in Figure 4.33 the most frequently selected dimensions of the NSV all have low counts in the NSV. This may suggest that less frequently occurring $k$-mers allow for the distinction between environmental classes to be identified by the feature selection methods. Figures 4.23, 4.28, and 4.33 only show points where the dimension is selected at least once in one trial, so low count may not be the only factor in dimension selection. Another point to consider is that the counts displayed are from the un-normalized NSV and so they may graph differently when viewed as the normalized real number.

### 5.2 Future Directions

Table 4.2 displays the relationship that by increasing $k$-mer size, classification accuracy also increases. Profiling the code and re-writing sections in C for speed optimizations may reduce running time. If such measures were taken, then the ability to perform these same experiments with much larger sizes of $k$-mers should be possible, as there are now cloud instances that have more than 1TB of memory available.

Like many other tools available to researchers in the metagenomics community, a
web based interface would allow many more people to operate the pipeline. This would allow for more data sets to be incorporated into the system for greater classification power. Allowing trusted researchers to add to the reference data sets would allow for a crowdsourced approach to greater understanding of the world of microbial ecology.

Open sourcing the code allows for more developers to add additional features and continue to maintain the pipeline. In the future, as Python 2 is deprecated, it will become necessary to port the core components of the pipeline into Python 3. Similarly, the visualization tools in R will necessarily also need to be upgraded to keep up with the latest versions as they age out.

The no free lunch theorem demonstrates that the performance of machine learning algorithms is a function of the data set they are being tested against [82]. Thus, it should not be assumed that the algorithms used in this research offer optimal performance upon metagenomic NSV data. Many more machine learning algorithms should be tested using the data that the pipeline generates. It is unknown whether the algorithms presented herein produce the best results for these data. Whether these selected algorithms are in fact optimal is irrelevant as the results can speak to the viability of the exiting technique.

Other future options could include moving the entire pipeline onto a cloud provider platform. This would allow for a quick scaling of the available infrastructure such that as new samples need to be processed, the amount of resources could be intelligently governed such that there is sufficient processing power when needed, but excess computing time is not allocated unnecessarily. This is a new field of computing and will likely become a growing part of all bioinformatics work going forward.

Optimizations that might boost performance for KNN and Naïve Bayes Classifiers are readily available in the literature. Modifying the distance metric in KNN to either a Euclidean distance or an adaptive distance metric as presented by Wang [83]. As
an alternative to the Manhattan distance used in both normalized NSV records and raw NSV counts given to the Naive Bayes Classifiers the distance metrics discussed by Hsu in their article could be explored [84]. Many additional examples exist in the literature that could be considered in future research to increase the speed and performance of the classification and data processing mechanisms presented here.

5.3 Conclusions

A functioning pipeline to classify metagenomic samples as a function of their originating environments without the need to identify individual taxa comprising the metagenome has been presented in this research. A new set of software developed to process metagenomic files and deliver reusable NSV formatted datasets for research purposes is perhaps the major output of this research project. The entire pipeline has more utilities than the munging of metagenomic data; additionally, it can change machine learning algorithms, feature selection mechanisms, and use different kinds of cross validation to show consistency across experiments. The code has been heavily profiled and linted to ensure a standardization when reading and maintaining the codebase. The feasibility of processing metagenomics files into abstract NSVs and using the heavily compressed data to accurately classify complicated bacterial communities and tease out the distinction between environmental classes has been demonstrated in this research. Post-pipeline analysis scripts have been crafted to process the results and log files generated by the pipeline. This pipeline and the other utilities presented are all stored in the repository listed at the beginning of this chapter and the pipeline is available for use in addition to the extra utilities to generate plots and post-processing evaluation of log files generated in the processing of the metagenomic data.
After varying the size of \( k \)-mers and conducting a large series of experiments, the success of discriminating the class of metagenomic communities by turning the count of \( k \)-mers into NSVs has been demonstrated. Accurate predictions can be made using small-sized \( k \)-mers; here the smallest tested were 3-mers, in near linear processing time with respect to the total number of fragments. Accuracy of predictions was increased by increasing the size of \( k \)-mers used in the experiment. Continued research into the topic of classification of metagenomic samples to environmental class using NSVs should be continued with the use of larger mer sizes, a database to store counts of NSVs, or possibly processing the initial fragments with a GPU.
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